The bionic machine leg is disturbed by the joint during the walking process, which is easy to produce time delay, which causes the robustness of the control of the machine leg is not good. In order to improve the robustness of the bionic gait control of the machine leg, a robust control method for the bionic gait of the machine leg based on time -delay feedback is proposed. The gait correlation parameters of robot leg are collected by sensor array, and the dynamic model of bionic gait is constructed. The fuzzy controller of bionic gait of robot leg is constructed by using time-delay coupling control method. The delayed feedback control error compensation method of machine leg correction is taken to improve the steady control performance of the robotic leg, reduce the steady-state error, improve the robustness of the control machine leg. The simulation results show that this method is robust to the bionic gait control of the machine leg. The output error of the gait parameter can quickly converge to zero, and the accurate estimation of the attitude parameter is stronger.
INTRODUCTION
As the booster device of human body, the robot leg has good application value in assisting the disabled to walk and rehabilitate exercise. The machine leg is arranged on the human body, the posture data acquisition is carried out by the sensing element, the control center of the machine leg is input according to the attitude parameter acquisition result. The legs of the machine are able to read the signals on the muscles, thereby controlling the machine leg switches and movements, mounting the legs of the machine legs in the legs of the disabled body, sending signals to the brain along the spinal cord. At this time, the mechanical leg through the electrode will be the muscle inside the signal collection, with the help of complex recognition software to process these signals, and achieve the power to operate in the design of the robot leg. The robust control of bionic gait of robot leg is the key to stable manipulation of robot leg. The research of bionic gait robust control method of robot leg has important application value in improving the stable control ability of robot leg [1] .
The bionic machine leg is disturbed by the joint during the walking process, which is easy to produce time delay, which causes the robustness of the control of the machine leg is not good [2] . It is necessary to study robust control design for machine legs. Traditionally, the stability control method of the machine leg mainly includes fuzzy neural network control algorithm, PID control algorithm, slide -film control algorithm, steadystate integral control algorithm and so on [3] . By constructing the corresponding controller, attitude error correction and disturbance compensation are carried out to realize the bionic gait control of the machine leg, and some research results are obtained. The reference [4] presents a single degree of freedom rate tracking and inertial machine leg gait control algorithm by unbalance compensation based on the robotic leg rate gyroscope step response by momentum moment feature inertia analysis, construct the steady-state equation realize gait stability of robotic leg control, improve the control precision, but the control algorithm the high computational cost of the machine, real-time gait leg state control is not good. In reference [5] , an energy parameters self-tuning based on modified robotic leg gait fusion tracking control algorithm is proposed, the fuzzy adaptive PID is used for correction, robotic leg gait disturbance resistance is increased, but the algorithm requires a large number of machine leg attitude prior data and rules as a guide, when the lack of prior information, control effect is not good.
Aiming at the above problems, a robust control method for the bionic gait of the machine leg based on time -delay feedback is proposed. The gait correlation parameters of robot leg are collected by sensor array, and the dynamic model of bionic gait is constructed. The fuzzy controller of bionic gait of robot leg is constructed by using time-delay coupling control method. The delayed feedback control error compensation method of machine leg correction is taken to improve the steady control performance of the robotic leg, reduce the steady-state error, improve the robustness of the control machine leg. The simulation results show that this method is robust to the bionic gait control of the machine leg. Finally, the simulation experiment shows the superior performance of this method in improving the robustness control of the bionic gait of the machine leg.
CONTROL PARAMETER ANALYSIS AND DYNAMIC MODEL OF MACHINE LEG CONTROL

Analysis of constraint parameters of machine leg control
The gait correlation parameters of the robot leg are collected by sensor array, and the control constraint parameters are analyzed. The linear filtering and fitting of the gait posture data of the robot leg is carried out by multi-sensor fusion tracking under continuous time delay. In this paper, a linear time-varying system is constructed to fit the gait trajectory of the robot leg dynamically. It is assumed that the real robot leg is bionic with different attitude angles at a certain time , in the kernel space matrix of the system, the feedforward compensation design is introduced and the fuzzy PID controller is used to control the gait stability of the machine leg [6] . A time-delay coupled system is selected as the controlled object of the leg of the machine. When the transfer function is determined,
, the feedback signal of the gait tracking system of the robot leg is expressed as follows:
(1) The gait control system of the robot legs forms a two degree of freedom IMC-PID controller. The multi-sensor information fusion method is used to measure the position and distribution of machine legs [7] , and the attitude sensor transfer function is obtained: 
The characteristic equation of the above transfer function has no delay term. The fourth order Runge-Kutta method is used to solve the delay error of the machine leg, and the error tracking compensation of the machine leg is carried out, and the delay link is obtained by Taylor approximation:
(4) When the parametric model of the gait control of the machine leg is inaccurate, there is a characteristic equation:
The characteristic equation is still influenced by the time -delay link , the speed change process of the gait of the machine leg can be expressed as a continuous progressive state variable, and the progressive variable of the gait posture of the machine leg is evaluated to obtain the following non smooth time varying function of the machine leg gait track tracking control system:
According to optimization conditions for linearized small perturbations, when the disturbance vector error
is converged, the control constraint parameters of the machine legs have self-correlation [8] . the interference moment, the kinematic output state equation of the machine leg can be described as:
Kinetic model of motion of machine leg
(11) According to the above analysis, the dynamic equation of the robot leg is constructed, which provides the accurate data input basis for the bionic gait robust control of the robot leg [9] .
CONTROL METHOD OPTIMIZATION DESIGN
Feedback compensation control with time -delay
On the basis of using sensor array to collect gait correlation parameters of machine leg and constructing dynamic model of bionic gait, the optimal design of control algorithm is carried out. In this paper, a robust control method for bionic gait of robot legs based on time-delay feedback is proposed [10] . In the case of continuous disturbance and input constraint, the gait tracking sequence of the input machine leg is obtained as () un , state stability control output is () xn , thus, a two-degree-of-freedom control active disturbance rejection data tracker with time-delay is constructed. The relationship between input and output is as follows.： , then the above control equation of state can be rewritten:
, the adaptive law is designed. The attitude angle of the gyroscope is obtained by the four elements method, and the state of the gait correction system of the machine leg is obtained.
. Adaptive equalization is realized in a limited time. According to the control rules of bionic gait stability of the robot leg, the current position of the robot leg is calculated based on the standard energy gradient correction of the Terminal sliding mode surface, get： [0, )
Under the control of longitudinal motion, ij a is terminal sliding mode surface of the system, it can be determined through the adaptive registration of the error correction controller , through the analysis and design of the system state, with the cumulative time varying method will be extended to the whole stability of the solution of horizontal plane and vertical plane machine leg gait analysis, the static and dynamic characteristics of the machine leg, the leg when the machine is perturbed, the time delay compensation, improve the real-time control of the robotic leg.
Machine leg gait control error correction
Ensure the global robustness and stability of the closed loop system of machine legs. The time delay feedback compensation and error correction are used, and the weight matrix obtained by layer inertial fusion tracking method is adopted as = n n m m mn
Set the control target scheme is  , 
SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
In order to test the application performance of the method in the robustness control of the robot leg gait, the simulation experiment is carried out, and the algorithm design of the simulation experiment runs on the Matlab7.0 numerical simulation platform. The hardware environment of the experiment is: The attitude information fusion matrix of the machine leg is: 
The decision matrix of bionic gait stability control is constructed as follows: The bionic gait control simulation experiment of the machine leg is carried out according to the result of the calculation of the parameters mentioned above, the results of the gait parameter tracking control of the machine leg are shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 analysis shows that this method of robotic leg gait tracking control, steady attitude parameter of the machine leg tracking control performance is better, in order to carry out the error convergence of bionic robotic leg gait control, quantitative analysis method in this paper, the test machine leg control parameters of the desired output and the actual output, control performance curve is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows that the control convergence of this method is good. The expected output is in good agreement with the actual output. Table 1 gives the error of using different methods to control the machine leg. The analysis shows that the error of the method in this paper is lower. The robustness of the robot leg control is guaranteed. 
CONCLUSION
In order to improve the robustness of the bionic gait control of the machine leg, a robust control method for the bionic gait of the machine leg based on time -delay feedback is proposed. The gait correlation parameters of robot leg are collected by sensor array, and the dynamic model of bionic gait is constructed. The fuzzy controller of bionic gait of robot leg is constructed by using time-delay coupling control method. The delayed feedback control error compensation method of machine leg correction is taken to improve the steady control performance of the robotic leg, reduce the steady-state error, improve the robustness of the control machine leg.
The simulation results show that this method is robust to the bionic gait control of the machine leg. The output error of the gait parameter can quickly converge to zero, and the accurate estimation of the attitude parameter is stronger, it has good application value in bionic gait control.
